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(2) Any contribution of assets or voting securities to an existing unincorporated entity or to any successor
thereof is deemed an acquisition of
such voting securities or assets by the
ultimate parent entity of that entity
and is not subject to § 801.50.
Examples: 1. A, B and C each hold 331⁄3 percent of the interests in Partnership X. D contributes assets valued in excess of $50 million
(as adjusted) to X and as a result D receives
40 percent of the interests in X and A, B and
C are each reduced to 20 percent. Partnership
X is deemed to be acquiring the assets from
D, in a transaction which may be reportable.
This is not treated as a formation of a new
partnership. Because no person will control
Partnership X, no additional filing is required by any of the four partners.
2. LLC X is its own ultimate parent entity.
A contributes a manufacturing plant valued
in excess of $200 million (as adjusted) to X
which issues new interests to A resulting in
A having a 50% interest in X. A is acquiring
non-corporate interests which confer control
of X and therefore will file as an acquiring
person. Because A held the plant prior to the
transaction and continues to hold it through
its acquisition of control of LLC X after the
transaction is completed no acquisition of
the plant has occurred and LLC X is therefore not an acquiring person.

(3) Any person who acquires control
of an existing not-for-profit corporation which has no outstanding voting
securities is deemed to be acquiring all
of the assets of that corporation.
Example: A becomes the sole corporate
member of not-for-profit corporation B and
accordingly has the right to designate all of
the directors of B. A is deemed to be acquiring all of the assets of B as a result.
[43 FR 33537, July 31, 1978, as amended at 48
FR 34431, July 29, 1983; 66 FR 8688, Feb. 1,
2001; 70 FR 4990, Jan. 31, 2005; 70 FR 11510,
Mar. 8, 2005]
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§ 801.3 Activities in or affecting commerce.
Section 7A(a)(1) is satisfied if any entity included within the acquiring person, or any entity included within the
acquired person, is engaged in commerce or in any activity affecting commerce.
Examples: 1. A foreign subsidiary of a U.S.
corporation seeks to acquire a foreign business. The acquiring person includes the U.S.
parent corporation. If the U.S. corporation,
or the foreign subsidiary, or any entity controlled by either one of them, is engaged in
commerce or in any activity affecting com-

merce, section 7A(a)(1) is satisfied. Note,
however, that §§ 802.50–802.52 may exempt
certain acquisitions of foreign businesses or
assets.
2. Even if none of the entities within the
acquiring person is engaged in commerce or
in any activity affecting commerce, the acquisition nevertheless satisfies section
7A(a)(1) if any entity included within the acquired person is so engaged.
[43 FR 33537, July 31, 1978; 43 FR 36054, Aug.
15, 1978]

§ 801.4

Secondary acquisitions.

(a) Whenever as the result of an acquisition (the ‘‘primary acquisition’’)
an acquiring person controls an entity
which holds voting securities of an
issuer that entity does not control,
then the acquiring person’s acquisition
of the issuer’s voting securities is a
secondary acquisition and is separately
subject to the act and these rules.
(b) Exemptions. (1) No secondary acquisition shall be exempt from the requirements of the act solely because
the related primary acquisition is exempt from the requirements of the act.
(2) A secondary acquisition may
itself be exempt from the requirements
of the act under section 7A(c) or these
rules.
Examples: 1. Assume that acquiring person
‘‘A’’ proposes to acquire all the voting securities of corporation B. This section provides
that the acquisition of voting securities of
issuers held but not controlled by B or by
any entity which B controls are secondary
acquisitions by ‘‘A.’’ Thus, if B holds more
than $50 million (as adjusted) of the voting
securities of corporation X (but does not control X), and ‘‘A’’ and ‘‘X’’ satisfy Sections 7A
(a)(1) and (a)(2), ‘‘A’’ must file notification
separately with respect to its secondary acquisition of voting securities of X. ‘‘X’’ must
file notification within fifteen days (or in
the case of a cash tender offer, 10 days) after
‘‘A’’ files, pursuant to § 801.30.
2. If in the previous example ‘‘A’’ acquires
only 50 percent of the voting securities of B,
the result would remain the same. Since ‘‘A’’
would be acquiring control of B, all of B’s
holdings in X would be attributable to ‘‘A.’’
3. In the previous examples, if ‘‘A’s’’ acquisition of the voting securities of B is exempt,
‘‘A’’ may still be required to file notification
with respect to its secondary acquisition of
the voting securities of X, unless that acquisition is itself exempt.
4. In the previous examples, assume A’s acquisition of B is accomplished by merging B
into A’s subsidiary, S, and S is designated
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